How Evil Are The Main Stream Media?
How Evil are the Main Stream Media? How many lies will they tell & how far into the depths of
depravity will they sink?
It is difficult to believe that an organisation so apparently benign & a part of our daily lives for decades
is evil.
Just as it was difficult to believe that they were dishonest. But as time passes, more evidence creeps
into our lives to show just how bad the Media situation really is.
Collusion is a word that is very fashionable at the moment just as Treacherous & Treasonous is.
To find the source of The London or the Western Media you have to look for its heart and I’m afraid
its heart is somewhere else. Its heart is buried within the Satanic Rituals of the criminal elite who are,
as we speak, trying to educate our school children into accepting consent, to normalising;
paedophilia, bisexuality & transexualism
The Bankers who pay The Media are the same Bankers who create World Wars, mass murders &
false flag attacks on the docile population.
And the media do their best to justify every Godless act.
They have not just lied, they have not just Brainwashed, they have not just Smothered us all in
disinformation.
They have stepped outside of reality & created a new world where evil exists in normality.
They have not just changed minds, they have changed societies. They have destroyed simple truths
like the difference between right & wrong. The difference between truth & lies, the difference between
free speech & repression. The destruction of the normal values of Honesty, Integrity & Justice.
So overwhelming is the rank depravity of these people that the words to describe them are not a part
of general dialogue.
To discuss what they have done to the UK, the Western World & Humanity is indeed a crime so large
& all consuming that it is difficult, if not impossible to explain.
In fact so difficult is it to explain to the average person that they will require years of analysis &
confirmation before they can admit how large The Deception & how deep The Depravity is.
We have possibly always known that there were dark forces within, controlling our Nations. Things
that we would prefer not to know. But we are no longer able to maintain this cloud of innocence
because they are attacking our children. They are attacking our children’s; minds, their sexuality, their
innocence & destroying this future generation to make them amenable, plyable, weakwilled &
confused.
Unable, in fact, to stand up for themselves & defend their freedoms & Human Rights against a Global
Government of Sadistic Fascist Parasites.
So when they tell us The Lies when they randomly; Blame Russia, create poverty in the disguise of
Austerity & destroy the UK Real Economy. When they finance Isis & The White Helmet terrorists to
destroy Syria.
You should ask yourselves why they do these things..
And why did they introduce Political Correctness into the BBC.
Why did they create confusion in base values; sexuality, gender interaction. family strength.
causing racial & religious intolerance & conflict.
Why did they ridicule our heroes & their enemies; Corbyn, Trump, Farage, Michael Jackson, Tommy
Robinson, Melanie Shaw, Julian Assange.
Why do they run continuous disinformation on banking crimes, off shore tax havens, corporate tax
fraud, The Real Economy, The Corporate Economy, Brexit.

Why do they cover up their crimes of; 9/11, 7/7, MH17, MH350, Jo CoxMP, President Kennedy,"Isis"
attacks on the population, Skripal poisoning, Syria Gas attacks which they are all complicit in.
And then there’s the Psychological Warfare waged on the population by creating an unreal trusting
portrayal of reality with repetitive traditions. Contrasted with fear & insecurity to manipulate people &
events. Creating Diversions to occupy & confuse the population.
They have Created media memes, dialogues, strands & agendas to destroy us. To distract us from or
focus on chosen events They have created fictitious events to sway public opinion on elections,
government contracts or corporate taxpayer funding and of course, a continuous distraction from the
real criminal banker elite crimes & their Crimes against Humanity.
So why are they going to all this trouble?
You could say it’s just for power & wealth but in a word it is because they are Insane.
They want to rule the world which makes them Megalomaniacs.
The want to own & control everything in the world which shows, Occupational Disorder Syndrome.
They want to cut the world population down to 5 Billion which makes them Mass Murderers &
Homicidal Maniacs.
They want their own countries, cities, riches & slaves which makes them Paranoid Psychopaths.
And they want the population locked up in Sanctuary Cities. Which makes them sadistically cruel.
The creation of a Global Government and Global States run by The Corporations & The Criminal
Banker Elite will bring;
A rental society where no-one owns anything they just pay to rent. And equal world where all
populations are equally poor. Digital money to control the population & cut off dissenters.
A world where The Elite & The Corporations own everything, parks, beaches, roads, moorland, public
buildings, housing etc
And The Corporation & Elite are above the law. They blackmailed the politicians into creating a
Corporate State where The Criminal Corporations are above the law..
They want the destruction of family values, common sense, individuality, morality, conscience.
understanding of right & wrong.
And they will replace it with the creation of The World Citizen, who puts The Global State before
everything; the family. friendships, country, ethnicity.
The Common Purpose/Core education system is already indoctrinating our children into Globalist
ideals.
And they have put paedophiles in charge of Social Services child protection departments.
This is the crazy world that The Media have created for our future generations.
So maybe you can answer the question now.
How Evil are the Main Stream Media?
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